
From: Elaine Cimino [mailto:ecimino10@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2016 1:14 PM
To: Makita Hill <mhill@sandovalcountynm.gov>
Subject: Questions regarding Draft

Hi Makita

WE are wondering when another draft will be ready for review? it doesn't seem like
enough time to gives us to review prior to the next meeting. 

We will also release a couple of reports based on the Sandridge application and the
draft Ordinances with Recommendations we now have a hydrologist working for us,
 a former engineer from Halliburton who worked on cement casings for 30 years. We
will send the Comments to you on Tuesday.

We are also inviting several guests to attend this meeting since you were the only
one the showed up from the County. 

the Congressional Delegation (staff reporter), Bernallio County, ABQ CIty Councilor
and Bernalillio County Commissioner and   PRC Representatives, and Rio Rancho City
Councilors. They are interested in listening even if the the rest of the Boards
members and staff will not. 

Suggestion: Please have a statement as to why the Commissions have ignored the
request for a moratorium. 

There have been indications that entities are interested in a Joint Powers Agreement
under an extraterritorial zoning area with the county on Rio Rancho Estates and other
areas where oil and gas are targeting other unincorporated areas that will be
vulnerable to current oil drilling practices. Perhaps the long standing issues in these
areas will calm tensions with the county in this area and together strengthen the
police powers of the oil and gas ordinances. 

If the county out right refuses to negotiate the agreement, we want to why and
under what basis that decision was reached. Since the Ordinances have not been
approved this is something we think that the county should consider. The issues are
cost associated with drilling and everyone here is a stakeholder and should have a
say. 

Both the city and county have the same talking points and the same time lines that is
too much of a coincidence for people to believe that you both do not have the same
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bull masters.

There are certain things we need to have clarification on and you would have to find
items out. Having Mike Springfield and others there we could have a conversation
about in public to discuss it prior to a public meeting in commission chambers. 

Thank you again for your hard work on this issue.  I do appreciate the county holding
the meetings and we have to be heard not submit comments into the black hole of
Mike Springfield's office. 

We are suggesting that you scrap this  ordinance and use the  Miguel Ordiance as a
basis to edit from there.  Because there is no way this draft it is worth it weight to
give any protection  

I would be interested in talking to about this and Wanted to run it by you prior to our
conversation 
 respectfully,

Elaine Cimino 
505 604-9772 

--
Nothing is more perishable than our relationship with the Earth."

"In a time where every living system is declining and the rate of decline is
accelerating, we must figure out what it means to be a human on Earth and remain
humane in the process."-Elaine Cimino

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter."

-Martin Luther King Jr.


